Virtual Private Data Center
An affordable test and development environment
in hours, not weeks or months.
Overview
The demand for new applications is skyrocketing, but it can often take weeks, even
months, to procure and provision the resources needed for a test environment.
ExoNetworx Virtual Private Data Center (VPDC) Test & Development, powered by
Savvis, delivers a powerful, affordable way to define, configure and deploy a full
virtual data center—without procuring, installing, configuring or managing any
hardware. Simply build, update and test applications within an easily configured,
on-demand cloud infrastructure to speed release cycles and improve product
quality. With complete control over costs, you can take as little or as much time as
you need to get it right.

Key Benefits


Easy-to-use portal



99.99% VPDC availability



100% infrastructure availability



Massive scalability



Pay-per-use, by-the-hour
service



Server parking available



Hybrid cloud support



No setup fee or minimum
terms

On-Demand, Enterprise-Class Test Environment
ExoNetworx VPDC slashes the weeks and months needed to procure, install,
configure, or manage any hardware to mere hours with a powerful on-demand
capability for defining, configuring, and deploying a full virtual data center. It
integrates servers, storage, network access, security controls and basic image
management and is built on an enterprise-grade infrastructure that provides
enterprise-class availability, reliability and security.

Highly Available, Thoroughly Reliable
ExoNetworx VPDC is built on best-of-breed hardware and industry-leading
virtualization technology, and delivers redundancy at all levels of the infrastructure.
Not only does it offer compute node and network path redundancy, it provides
storage mirroring to ensure 100% availability.

World-Class, End-to-End Security
ExoNetworx VPDC delivers end-to-end security with the strictest policies and
procedures, and ensures compatibility between newer security protections and
more traditional, physical security controls. Comprehensive, integrated security
features and processes optimize the cost/security tradeoff for each VPDC. Cost is
optimized for test/development, so the system configures the VPDC with a single
public VLAN, plus authenticated access through security access control
lists (ACLs).
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Massive Scalability
With its modular design, ExoNetworx VPDC offers massive scalability so you can
dynamically scale compute resources up or down as needed. An online services
catalog allows you to instantly provision services, along with additional bandwidth
and storage capacity so that applications can run at peak efficiency. Servers can
also be “parked” to keep costs low.

Fast, Drag-and-Drop Build and Configure
ExoNetworx VPDC includes a simple, Web-based drag-and-drop interface
designer. This self-service portal gives you access to tools for data center creation,
configuration and ongoing management. You’ll also have access to a rich suite of
data center services, including virtual hosts with a selection of pre-loaded
operating systems, virtual security appliances, virtual storage devices and utilities.
Just drag and drop the desired objects onto the designer palette, configure custom
parameters and activate and deploy the data center when complete.

Flexible, Pay-As-You-Go Billing
ExoNetworx VPDC offers a pay-per-use model that helps you control costs.
Choose services as you need from them an online services catalog, and “park”
servers for greater efficiency. Billing can be done hourly or monthly to best meet
your needs. There are no added fees for setup, no monthly subscriptions and no
minimum contracts to fulfill.

Key Benefits
•

Fast Deployment – Deploy a full virtual data center within hours, not the weeks
or months it normally takes to procure, configure and deploy hardware.

•

Usage-Based Pricing – Control costs by paying only for what you use—no
additional fees for setup, security or monthly subscriptions and no minimum
contract is required.

•

Enterprise-Class Security – Features comprehensive, integrated security that’s
optimized for the test and development environment.

•

High Availability – Ensures the highest reliability with 99.99% SLAs for VPDC
availability and 100% SLAs for infrastructure availability.

•

Massive Scalability – Dynamically scale compute resources up or down as
needed to thoroughly test and develop applications.

•

Easy-to-Use Portal – Includes a self-service portal with access to tools for
data center creation, configuration and ongoing management, as well as a full
suite of data center services.

•

24/7/365 Support – Count on an expert support team that provides 24/7/365
assistance as needed.
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ExoNetworx Inc.
Since 2003, ExoNetworx has been a
trailblazer in delivering IT resources
in an easy and consumable format.
Today that format is known as a
CLOUD service and it is all about
using and paying for resources as
you need them with the knowledge
that it is being done better and
cheaper than if you did it in-house.
ExoNetworx is the NEW utility you
can subscribe to - Consume what
you need when you need it with no
long-term obligations or hidden
costs. From pre-packaged SW
solutions to providing a highly
reliable, scalable, low-cost
infrastructure platform in the cloud.
We understand these challenges
and that is why we are 100%
focused on IT infrastructure
services so you can focus on
what matters to you – strong
business results.

Get Started
Call 1-888-806-1534
or send an email to
info@exonetworx.com
Learn how your business can
benefit from pay-as-you-go
ExoNetworx Virtual Private Data
Center Test & Development,
powered by Savvis.
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